CHEMICAL PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Suit Support - Donning

01

**EQUIPMENT:** OUTER BOOTS, WATER, OUTER GLOVES, INNER GLOVES, MASK, GOGGLES, SUIT

02

REMOVE ALL JEWELRY AND PERSONAL EFFECTS

03

CAREFULLY INSPECT THE SEAMS OF THE SUIT FOR TEARS OR BROKEN SEALS

04

STEP INTO SUIT AND PULL UP TO WAIST LEVEL THEN APPLY OUTER BOOTS

05

TAPE BOOTS ALONG UPPER RIM SEALING THE BOOT TO THE SUIT

06

CREATE A TAB ON THE TAPE’S END TO AID IN LATER DOFFING
07 REPEAT TAPING PROCESS FOR OTHER BOOT

08 APPLY RESPIRATOR PER THE MANUFACTURERS DIRECTIONS

09 SEAL CHECK THE RESPIRATOR

10 APPLY EYE PROTECTION

11 APPLY THE INNER GLOVES

12 APPLY THE UPPER PORTION OF THE SUIT. MAKE SURE SLEEVES OVERLAP INNER GLOVES
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13. Apply the outer gloves

14. Tape glove along upper rim sealing the glove to the suit

15. Create a tab on the tape’s end to aid in later doffing

16. Repeat taping process for other glove

17. Remove tape from front zipper flap of suit

18. Seal zipper flap
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PULL THE HOOD OF SUIT UP AND MAKE FINAL CHECK OF TAPE SEALS

REMOVING SUIT SUPPORT PPE

- Begin by cleaning any areas of the suit that may have been chemically contaminated if necessary.
- Carefully remove all tape from gloves and boots and unzip suit.
- Remove outer gloves being careful not to contaminate inner gloves.
- Remove suit only touching inner surfaces. Try to keep outer surfaces turned in on themselves.
- Step into a clean (cold zone) area.
- Once suit is removed, inner gloves can be removed and hands sanitized if desired.
- Remove respiratory protection last, then proceed to hand washing and shower.

NOTE: If any areas of your body were contaminated during the doffing process, decontaminate them well in the shower and notify the decon leader or appropriate personnel.